RCMB Meeting Minutes January 2011
Meeting called to order 11:00 AM 31 members present.
December minutes read and accepted.
Treasurer reported $378.36 in checking $11,011.50 ING for a total of $11,389.86.
Old Biz:
Pres. Stites asked for feedback on the 2010 Awards Luncheon and suggestions for
next year and suggested Pierce’s Plantation as a possibility.
Pres. Stites thanked Jerry Stevens and Bill Heying for the purchase of the new flat
screen TV and mentioned he would ask AMA for reimbursement as a training aid.
Pres. Stites reminded members of the indoor flying schedule at the Sweet Air
Senior Center.
Ron Stahl demonstrated the telescoping fishing pole for indoor airplane retrieval.
New Biz:
Pres. Stites ask for interest in a field trip to the Air and Space Museum at Dulles
airport and also a dining field trip to the Shady Maple restaurant in Lancaster Pa.
Pres. Stites welcomed new members Noble Pribble and Dave Lang.
Pres. Stites mentioned members Rick Vinas and Bobby Watts were mentioned in
the last issue of Model Aviation.
Don Stricker mentioned the purchase of a C02 / propane leak detector for the
clubhouse.
Pres. Stites to invite Baltimore County and AMA representatives to the scheduled
open house in May.

Pres. Stites reminded the membership that constitutional change proposals are
due in January.
Ron Stahl reminded everyone of the engine clinic to be held Saturday January 22
at 11:00 AM at the club field.
Steve Stanton asked members to consider inviting the IMAC Judging Seminal to
our field sometime in April. Field would be in use from 9:00 AM to 12:00 noon.
Ron Stahl spoke at length of rumors and proposals of FAA rules concerning UAV
and model flight.
Walt Dunsmore showed a kill switch for gas engines.
Leo Gallagher showed his Flying King built from a Bruce Tharpe kit.
Dave Lang showed a Gee Bee plane.
Ron Stahl showed his Ziroli Panther still under construction.
Meeting adjourned 12:45 PM.

